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NORWAY - PROPOSED LOAN AND PUBLIC ISSUE 

1. A report by the recent mission to Norway is attached . A draft 
economic report is also being circulated to the Co~..mittee; a technical 
report will be distributed in due course. 

i~ The proposed operation depends on the submission to and approval 
by the Starting (the Norwegian Parliament) of a 11Proposition11 concerning 
the Tokke hydroelectric project which is to be the basis for the proposed 
loan and public issue (paragraphs 31 and 32 of the mission report). Pro
vided there is no undue delay, I do not think there should be any major 
difficulties. 

3. There are two matters which will have to be discussed more fully 
during negotiations. These are the question whether the loan should be 
wholly or partly for local expenditure (paragraphs 28 and 29), and the 
timing of the use of the counterpart of the public issue (paragraph 30). 
On both points, I think the Bank's position should be flexible, but I 
would like to know before negotiations if the Committee has strong views 
on either of these points. 

4. The Franco-Norwegian dispute about certain bonds has now been taken 
to the International Court of Justice at The Hague (paragraphs 36 and 37). 
I do not believe that this dispute should interfere with the operation. 

5. I therefore recommend: 

(a) that the Bank be ready to negotiate a loan along the 
lines described in the mission report (paragraphs 
21 ff.); and 

(b) that the Bank inform the Norwegian Government tha t 
it will be ready to negotiate a loan as soon as the 
8tortings Proposition referred to has been submitted 
to the 8 tarting. 

S. R. Cope 
Director 



NORWAY 

REPORT OF THE MISSION, JANUARY 195~ 

I. Introduction 

1.. The possibility of a third loan to Norway was first broached during 
negotiations for the second loan in the spring of 19550 Discussions con
tinued at intervals during the year, culminating in a visit to the Bank in 
November by Mr. Brinch of the Ministry of Commerce and Dr. Vogt, Director 
General of the Norwegian Water Course and Electricity Board. It was then 
decided that a mission should go to Norway to investigate the possibility 
of a loan for the Tokke hydroelectric project. At the same time, the 
Norwegian Government opened discussions with Nessrs. Harriman Ripley & Co., 
Inc. of Ner,r York and Messrs. Hood, Gundy & Co., Inc. of Toronto for a 
simultaneous issue of bonds. 

2. Early in January 1956 a Bank mission, consisting of i·iJessrs. King 
and Trempont of the Department of Operations--Europe, Africa and Australasia, 
and Nr. Marshall of the Department of Technical Operations, left for Norway. 
The mission returned in the early part of February after a stay of about 
four weeks. 

II. The EconoIT\Y 

3. When the second loan was made in .April 1955, the new government had 
either introduced or had announced its intention of introducing fiscal and 
monetary measures designed to reduce the very large deficit in the balance 
of payments that had occurred in 1954. Even after deducting loans taken 
up on ships, the amount needed to finance the current deficit and to amor
tize government debt amounted to around 880 million kroner ( approximately 
$120 million). Sufficient fir.ance from abroad had not been forthcoming to 
cover this amount and towards the end of 19.54 and during the early part of 
19.55 the country had been losing foreign reserves at a somewhat alarming 
rate .. 

4. The measures adopted to stop the drain have on the whole been success-
ful. On its capital and current budgets the government had large cash defi
cits in 19.54; in 1955 t he budget was about balanced. In addition, in 1955 
the government made very large sales of bonds to the public. The amount of 
these bonds comfortably exceeded the new loans made to the public by the 
private banks, which were cut to half what they were in the previous year. 
The combined effect of these three important factors in the monetary pic
ture, the budget, government bond sales and lending by private banks was, 
therefore, to make substantial inroads on the liquidity of the public 
instead of, as in 19.54, adding to it. There were, however, certain off
setting factors, particularly increased lending by the State Banks (especially 
the Housing Bank) and by insurance companies. Even so, the transfer of liquid 
resources to the public dropped from around 1,200 million kroner in 19.54 to 
250 million kroner in 1955. 
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5. This drastic change had its effect on private holdings of bank deposits 
and cash; whereas in previous years they had gone up by leaps and bounds, in 
1955 they hardly changed at all. Most significantly, demand by the public 
for foreign exchange to pay for imports (in excess of earnings from exports) 
fell from about 500 million kroner to 150 million kroner. The latter figure, 
about $20 million, represents approximately the current balance of payments 
deficit for the year 1955. 

6. Imports during 1955 were considerably higher than had been forecast 
in the national budget, a result which was not unexpected. On the other 
hand, 1955 \.JaS a good year for shipping, so that income from this source was 
much higher than forecast. As a result of these two developments, one favor
able and the other unfavorable, the deficit was about what had been expected. 

7~ Further reduction in the deficit is planned for 1956 by still more 
stringent measures. A tougher budget is contemplated. Agreements have been 
reached with the banks and insurance companies whereby the banks are not to 
increase their lending at all and the insurance companies are to reduce their 
new lending from the level of last year. As a result of commitments from 
previous years, new lending by the State Banks will remain high but will be 
considerably less than last year. Greater attention is being paid to self
financing of investment in two fields where it has hitherto been conspicu
ously absent - electricity and housing. Proposals for raising power rates 
are already before the Storting. Politically, housing is a thorny problem, 
so that the government has to move more slowly to raise rents and mortgage 
payments. Only preliminary steps have so far been taken. 

80 If the results of the fiscal-budget and the agreements with the banks 
and insurance companies turn out as, expected, there is good reason to believe 
the forecast in the National Budget that the balance of payments deficit this 
year will be reduced to a very small runount, in spite of unusually heavy pay
ments for new ships. One important factor will be the industry-wide wage 
negotiations which are taking place this spring but it is generally believed 
that the trade unions will be restrained in their demands. Also important 
is the freight market for shipping. To a large extent, however, Norway's 
freight earnings for 1956 are already assured and are likely to fall below 
the conservative estimate in the National Budget only if there is a very 
sha.i.--p drop in the market. 

9. There is not much to be added to the prospects for the long run that 
were described in the economic report of a year ago. New and profitable in
vestments continue to be made in power and power-using industries. Invest
ments in ·ships burden the balance of payments initial ly and bring in lit·tle 
foreign exchange income for t he five years or so when loans are being paid 
off. But they have on t he whole been profitable, especially so in recent 
years. 

10. Over the years, Norway can be expected to be a net importer of capital 
to finance these investments. This does not, however, justify a large defi
cit in good years for shipping such as the country is now enjoying. Although 
the problem of excess demand is being seriously attacked, there are elements 
of inflexibility which an economy so subject to ups and downs can ill afford. 
One is the persistent burden imposed by the credit expansion through the 
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State Banks. Another is the low level of foreign exchange reserves which 
invites temporary expedients rather than permanent solutions to problems~ 
The government appears to be grappling earnestly with its problems, but, 
in these two respects at least, ii will have an uphill battle. 

III. The Project 

11. The config,J.ration of the land in Norway is peculiarly suited to the 
development of hydroelectric power. Plateaus with numerous lakes provide 
reservoirs that can be easily developed and abrupt falls into the valleys 
and fjords give high heads. As a result, electric power is cheap and 
Norway has the highest consumption of power per capita in the world. About 
half of it is used by industries which are heavy consumers of power, such as 
the electrometall urgical, electrochemical and woodprocessing industries, and 
the other half is used for general purposes. 

12. Abundant reserves of water power still remain in Norway but a large 
part of them lies along the west coast. In the south-east of Norway, wrrl;ch 
is the most populous part and includes Oslo, the capital, the reserves are 
sma.lier . The project under consideration, the Tokke project, is the first 
stage in the regulation of t he Tokke and Vinje river basin, one of the few 
remaining large reserves of power in south-east Norway. 

13. The project involves the regulation of seven lakes having storage 
capacity of approximately 1,250 million cubic meters . An annual flow of 
2,300 million cubic meters and a net head of 370 meters would provide power 
in a normal year of about 2,100 million b :h. The power installations would 
consist of 4 turbines and generator-s of 100 mw capacity each. 

14. The first two generators are to be installed at the end of 1961 and 
the second two at the end of 1962. By this time all the principal works 
are expected to be completed. Tran~mission lines 220 kilometers long would 
feed the power into the network which covers south-east Norway. 

15. Demand for power has been chronically in excess of supply in Norway 
since the war. Estimates of the demand for power based on a detailed in
vestigation of the requirements of particular industries and a 7% annual 
increase for general consumption show that there should be no difficulty 
in selling the power from Tokke. 

16, The project would be built and operated by Norges Vassdrags- og 
Elektrisitetsvesenet (The Norwegian Water Cour·se and Electricity Board) or 
N.V.E. for short. The N.V.E. is an agency of the government responsible 
to the Ministry of Industry, under whose general instructions it operates. 
The Board itself consists cf a Director General appointed for life and 
five members appointed by the Storting. Its responsibilities include not 
only the construction and operation of state-owned power plants but also 
the regulation and supervision of waterways and power development in 
general. At present the state, through the N.V.E., owns over a quarter 
of the power capacity in Norway and has in recent years been constructing 
about this proportion of the total. The plants of the N.V.E. appear to be 
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efficiently operated. Although Tokke is a larger project than any it has 
so far built, the N.V.E. is believed competent to design and construct it. 
Part of the work will have to be let out on contract in order to avoid 
over-expansion of the N.V.E . 1 s labor force. There is also a need to hire 
additional engineers, but the N.V.E. feels confident that this can be done. 

17. Apart from the operations of the power plants, the N.V.E .'s finances 
are like those of any other government department. Appropriations for ex
penditure are voted annually on the Ministry of Industry's budget. The 
power plants fall under the heading of State Enterprises, like the railways, 
andJ as such, have their own income and expenditure accounts. Estimates of 
these accounts, together with appropriations for new capital expenditure, 
must be approved by the Storting as part of the annual budget. The accounts 
include those expenses that would normally be charged if the plants were an 
independent business, such as interest on capital and an allowance for 
renewals. Interest on capital appears as a contra item in the government 
budget on the income side, while the allowance for renewals is placed in a 
sinking fund deposited with the government . Any surplus or deficit is 
absorbed in the general government budget; in fact, there is normally a 
small surplus. 

18. The cost of the Tokke project, including the transmission lines, 
is estimated at approximately 500 million kroner. This money will be 
voted in the normal fashion as an appropriation on the annual capital 
budget. However, the ·greater part of the cost is expected to come from 
sources other than ordinary revenue. One source is the proposed Bank 
loan and public issue. The other is an issue of bonds to be made to 
nine counties and the municipality of Oslo which will be the principal 
users of the power. These bonds would entitle the subscribers to pref
erence in the use of power from Tokke. The total a.mount from these two 
sources would be about 350 million kroner. 

19. International comparisons of the cost of power depend greatly on 
the rates of interest and depreciation charged in each case. Even on the 
basis of ,-~% interest and a conservative allowance for depreciation, the 
cost of power from Tokke , which is comparable to that of other plants 
recently built in Norway, would be ·around 2 mills per kwh. This is 
cheaper, and in some cases much cheaper, than power that can be developed 
now in Ca.~ada , Sweden or the United States. 

20. Because costs and interest rates have been low and because prices 
have hithe~to been kept close to costs, there has been a tendency for 
private households especially to waste electricity. A move is being 
made at t he same time ·~o curb this tendency and to provide funds from 
within the industry to finance future expansion. As part of the scheme 
for the sale of bonds to t he counties, arrangements are to be made to 
use part of the profits from the sale of power to create a fund for 
future capital eA'Penditure. In the 1956/57 budget there is a proposal 
to raise electricity rates to the general consumer by around 30%. These 
moves should go some way to provide a better balance between supply and 
demand. 
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IV. 1he Proposed Operation 

21. The Borrower. The borrower would be the Norwegian Government. The 
N.V.E. is itself an arm of the government and has no power to borrow. 

2~. £g~ements. The question has been considered whether there should 
be a project agreement with the N.V .E. In view of the subordination of 
the N.V.E. on all matters of policy to the Kinistry of Industry, the 
mission reached the conclusion that no purpose would be served by a 
project agreement . 

23. Amount. Originally a figure of i25 million was discussed as the 
total amount of borrowing from the Bank and the market. Currently it 
appears as though the market could provide $20 million, $12-1/2 million 
in U.S. dollars and $7-1/2 million in Canadian; this would leave a resi
due of f 5 million for the Bank loan. The mission understands that the 
Norwegian Government is pressing for ~,25 million f rom the market; if it 
should be successful, the Bank would still be asked to make a loan of $5 
million as an "umbrella" for the public issue. 

24. Either amount is considered reasonable. So far as the project is 
concerned, $30 million would represent about two-fifths of the total cost. 
So far as the creditworthiness of the economy is concerned, there is no 
reason to change the judgments expres sed last year, unless for the better. 
Borrowing of $JO million would be little more than the contractual amorti
zation in 1956 and would therefore hardly increase the total debt. Norway's 
dollar position appears manageable; it is normally about in balance. 

25. Repayment. Twenty years would appear to be an appropriate life for 
the loan. Some question reay arise over the grace period as the Norwegians 
may feel that it should be as long as the period of construction (6 years). 
On the other hand there is perhaps a case for a shorter grace period, say, 
4 or 5 years, since the period of disbursement (see below) would be unusu
ally short. The amounts involved in the initial capital payments on the 
Bank's loan would be quite small in relation to the total cost of the 
project. 

26. At present the period envisaged for the publicly issued bonds is 
15 years, i.e. 3 years grace and 12 years amortization. 

27. Di~tursement. The mission considers that disbursement of the Bank 
loan over the full period of construction would be needlessly prolonged 
and costly to the Bank a.!1d proposes disbursement over about 3 years. 

28. Local Expenditure Loan. Foreign expenditure on the project is not 
expected to reach t 5 million within the first three years and may not do 
so during the whole period of construction; as a proportion of all foreign 
borrowing for the project , imports will be quite small. Both the loan and 
the public issue must, therefore, be considered as primarily for local 
expenditure. This is reasonable for Norway , which manufactures a variety 
of capital goods. Imports for investment are usually raw materials, semi
manufactures or items which cost only a small proportion of the total cost 
of a particular project. Ships are an exception, but they are normally 
financed privately. 
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29. A subsidiary question is whether it would be desirable to link 
disbursement partly to imports and partly to local expenditure as in the 
loan for Reisseck- Kreuzeck. The principal advantage in this would be the 
opportunity of using European 18% funds. However, it appears that the 
principal imports in the first three years would come from Sweden and, 
since the Bank is short of Swedish kronor and Norway would not be the 
first claimant, there does not seem to be much advantage in disbursing 
against imports. Indeed, quite apart from the complications, there 
would be a distinct disadvantage in such a course if it meant "rewarding" 
the Swedes for their intransigence by buying kronor with dollars. It 
appears that the simplest and the most satisfactory course would be to 
disburse wholly against local expenditure. In this case disbursement of 
the Bank loan quarterly on the basis of 20% of total expenditure on the 
project would probably meet the case. 

30. Counterpart of public issu~. The proceeds of the public issue 
would, of course, be received immediately by the government. The inten
tion of the Norwegian Government is to sell the foreign exchange to Norges 
Bank and place the counterpart in a special account at Norges Bank for use 
on Tokke. The Bank must clearly insist that the counterpart funds be used 
for Tokke. It will also have to discuss with the Norwegians what might be 
the most appropriate timing for the use of the three major sources of funds, 
the counterpart of the public issue, the proceeds of the bonds issued to the 
counties and appropriations from ordinary revenue. In this connection, it 
is worth pointing out that the continuing existence of special funds for 
Tokke might be some insurance that lack of money would not hinder comple
tion of the project. 

31. Legislat1ve Proce~. The budgetary proposal, which is submitted 
to the Starting annually as Stcrtings Proposition No. 1, normally contains 
a description of all capital projects submitted for the first time. Where 
a project contains special features, for example, when it involves relations 
with third parties, a special Stortings Proposition may be submitted sepa
rately. This will be the procedure for Tokke, for which no appropriation 
(other than minor amounts for preliminary works) is included in the 1956/57 
budget. 

32. The Proposition has not yet been put to the Starting. It was origi-
nally intended to put it to the Storting in June. However, the mission 
pointed out that the Storting must approve the Proposition, which includes 
financing plans and construction schedule, before final action by the Bank 
and the market. The Norwegians have agreed that t he Proposition should be 
submitted to the Storting early in March; an invitation from the Bank to 
negotiate would be conditional on this. Appr oval by the Starting is ex
pected April 9th or 10th; filing of the Registration Statement with the 
S.E.C. would be conditional on this. The Mission has been assured that 
every effort will be made to keep to this schedule. 

33. The financing plans are to include the issue of bonds to the coun-
ties mentioned in paragraph 18. It is not expected that final arrangements 
for this issue will have been made by the time the Proposition is to be 
approved by the Starting. Although the government intends to proceed with 
Tokke, whether or not money is forthcoming from the counties, it would still 
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be desirable that tl:e government obtain some form of assurance, such as 
letters of intent, from the counties early in April. This would assure 
not only the money but also a market for half the power from Tokke. 

34. In connection with power projects, a Regulation Plan is normally
submitted to the Storting at a later stage. This plan gives details of
reservoir regulation and is primarily concerned with the details of com
pensation to persons affected by the regulation. It does not appear
essential to wait for this to be submitted to the Storting.

35. Tirr..i:gg. It is proposed to make the public issue towards the end
of April. This would mean a program along these lines:

March 5-16 

March 22 - April 4 

March 22 - April 10 

April 10 

April 16 

April 23 

April 24 

April 25 

May 1 

(a) Harriman Ripley representatives and
Bank lawyer in Oslo.

(b) Submission of Proposition to Storting.

Bank negotiations with No!'\-Jegians. 

Preliminary negotiations with U.S. and 
Canadian bankers. 

(a) Storting approval of Proposition.
(b) S.L.C. consideration of loan.
(c) Formal filing of registration state-

ment in U.S.
(d) Filing necessary documents in Canada.

Documents distributed to Executive Directors. 

Meeting of Executive Directors to consider 
loan. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Signature of loan and U.S. and Canadian 
purchase agreements. 
Filing amendment to registration state
ment. 
Registration statement becomes effective. 

Public offering. 

Closing in New York and delivery of bonds. 

36. Franco-Norwegian Di��. In last year's President's Report, P-83,
reference was made to the dispute between the Norwegian Government and the
Association Nationale des Porteurs de Valeurs Mobilieres concerning certain
Norwegian bonds. In July 1955, the French Government took the case to the
Court of International Justice at The Hague. A Memorial by the French
Government was submitted to the Court in December and a Counter-Memorial
by the Norwegian Government is due by April 20.
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37. The Bank has received from the Executive Director for France a 
copy of the French Government's Memorial. It contains references to 
"recommendations' purported to have been made by the Eank on the subject 
of the dispute. On February 15, 1956 a memorandum was addressed by the 
Vice President to tr.e Executive Director for France pointing out that 
the Bank has made no recommendations on this subject. A copy of the 
Vice President's memorandum was sent to the Executive Director repre
senting Norway. 

B. B. King 

February 27, 1956 




